
THE FIRST RULE OF LETTERPRESS CLUB:
YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO USE THE PRESS WITHOUT ME, IAN, OR ERIKA AROUND. 
NO EXCEPTIONS.

Asbern Proofing Press: (E.G. Linder Co., 1950–’70s)
https://letterpresscommons.com/press/asbern-proof-press/

—Photopolymer plates: Boxcar or Concord Engraving, K152
https://www.boxcarpress.com/
http://www.concordengraving.com/

—Do not make plates with smaller than 6pt. type

—Work and Turn: Efficiency with maneuvering during the printing process to maximize paper use and least amount of hits. Be smart with how you use your plate and paper spaces: how you gang up multiple copies and/or 2+colors and/or front-to-back hits

—RREU=Reading Right Emulsion Up (only if making your own film just so you know, which we are not, so follow instructions on Boxcar’s site). Light = hardens transparent parts through film onto plate. No Light = black parts on film, what washes out on your plate. Make sure you peal the backing off of your plate before exposing it!

Making your own plate: Emulsion to Emulsion Sandwich

============= (PLATE) Emulsion Side Down

———————————(FILM) Ink Side Up

^^^^^^^^^^^^^(LIGHT FROM EXPOSING UNIT)

Expose film 5 min (big table)
Scrub plate 10 min
Sponge it off
Hair Dry Hot 10 min
Bake expose plate 1 min

Add sticker backing.

—In the bed of the press, make sure you use the galley tray and then add the Boxcar Base Plate to make type high (.968 for Asbern–German, .918 for Vandercook–American)

—Use lockup bar, furniture, and 2 quions (either side) to tighten the plate/type down
 
— Rollers: 3 — 4
		1 — 2
(check the numbers scratched into the sides, must align in this order)

—Slide Roller Gauge under inked roller: 1/8” Hit is ideal

—To Rase/Lower Rollers, turn in very small increments: 
To RAISE —> Turn Screw to RIGHT
To LOWER —> Turn Screw to LEFT

—Higher the roller number, the less impression it will have. For reference mid-weight cardstock is 14~Kiss, but this depends upon the thickness/kind of paper you have.

—It will take a while to determine your roller heights and what works best—goal: no over/under inking or mishits. 

—Lining your plate to your paper: use the rulers on the Boxcar Base and on the paper stand.

—This is a very old press, so sometimes you have to tweak with the screws to get the rollers rolling again (they must be moving)

—Never ink while the rollers are running

—Apply ink to the big base roller

—Don’t over ink. Add a little at a time: goes a long way. Harder to remove excess ink.

—To clean press, do not remove the rollers.
   To clean photopolomer plate, use rubbing alcohol.
   To clean press, use mineral spirits on the rollers.


